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ANOSOV  DIFFEOMORPHISMS  ON NILMANIFOLDS

ANTHONY  MANNING

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to give necessary

conditions on the map induced by an Anosov diffeomorphism of

a nilmanifold on its fundamental group.

We shall generalize a result of Franks [3] which may be rephrased :

Theorem (Franks). £e/ Tn be the n-dimensional torus andf: T""—►J"

an Anosov diffeomorphism. Thenf^ :7r1(£")—>-771(£") has no roots of unity as

eigenvalues.

M will always denote a nilmanifold, that is a compact homogeneous

space NjD where N is a connected simply connected nilpotent Lie group

and £ is a uniform discrete subgroup of N. Then 7r1(M) = £. Parry

describes in [8] how to use the lower central series of TV to express N¡D asa

sequence of torus extensions. We do the same thing with the upper

central series {e}=N0 c/V^c- • •cAfclc:Ai(. = A/; in fact there is a sequence

of nilmanifolds A//A/¿ • £, /=0, 1, • • ■ , c, where the dot denotes semi-

direct product, and a torus Nt • D¡Ni_x • D acting on NjN^x • D by left

translation with orbit space N)Nt • D. Also £¿ in the upper central series

of£isjust7Vtn£and7V, • D/Nt_x ' £ is isomorphic to (7v'i/7V!_1)/(£i/£i_1).

We recall (Theorem 2 of [7]) that DJD^x is free abelian, a fact which

is not true in general of the factor groups of the lower central series of D.

Thus M is expressed as a sequence of extensions by tori whose fundamental

groups are £,/£,_,.

Let / be a homeomorphism of M and let /„. be the automorphism it

induces on the fundamental group D. Since we have not mentioned base

points yet/,,. is only defined up to an inner automorphism of £ but that

is sufficient for our purposes. /* preserves the upper central series of £

and so induces automorphisms <p¿: £¿/£í„1-^-£¿/£i_1 for i'=l, • • • , c. We

shall prove

Theorem. Iff is an Anosov diffeomorphism then none of the <p{'s have

a root of unity as an eigenvalue.
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In [5] Hirsch proved this for the map induced by/on HxiM; R). Our

proof uses a spectral sequence to calculate the Lefschetz number of/

and shows the remarkable fact that it is independent of the twists with

which the tori are put together to make up M.

I would like to express my thanks to Professor E. C. Zeeman for many

helpful conversations and for suggesting the use of spectral sequences,

to Professor W. Parry for discussions about nilmanifolds and to the

Science Research Council for their financial support.

The theorem for/is equivalent to the theorem for a power of/so

(using the fact that/has periodic points, see Proposition 1.7 of [2]) we

may assume/has a fixed point. Again we may assume this fixed point is

the base point eD of M by conjugating/by a translation since N acts

transitively on M.

By Theorem 5 of [6],/* :D-+D extends uniquely to an automorphism

G:N^*N. Since G preserves the subgroup D it induces a diffeomorphism

g of the homogeneous space N¡D = M. The diffeomorphisms /, g oï M

induce the same automorphism of the fundamental group D and so,

since M is a KiD, 1) (because its universal cover A' is contractible, see

[10, p. 180]), are freely homotopic, see [12, Theorem 8.1.11], and induce

the same map of H%(M). Therefore L(f)=L(g).

The automorphism <p¿ of the fundamental group of the z'th torus of M

is induced by an automorphism g¿ say of this torus and g:M-*M is the

extension of gx by g2 by • • • by gc. We show that L(g) = L(gxx ■ ■ -xgA.

A special case of this was noticed by Bowen [1, p. 395]. In fact it follows

from the next lemma by induction on c and the observation that the

condition about trivial action is satisfied because the series {DA is central.

Lemma. Let ir:X, *-^-B, * be a fibre bundle with fibre F=n~1 * and

suppose ttx(B) acts trivially on the homology of F. Assume that at least one

of B, Fis compact. Let (xp, yf) be a bundle map, i.e. a pair of continuous maps

s.t. the diagram° ip

X, * —► X, *"I j"
B, * —> B, *

X

commutes and let a> = ip\F. Then L(rp)=L(% X a>).

Remark. y.X-^-X and %Xoj:BxF^-BxF differ by twists in the

fibres so the lemma says that the Lefschetz number ignores these twists.

If \p=idx then the result reduces to the multiplicative property of the

Euler characteristic (Theorem 9.3.1 of [12]) which however is true without

the condition of trivial action. This condition is required here since the
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Klein bottle K is an S1 bundle over S1 failing to satisfy it and the map

y:K-+K that induces the identity in the fibre but wraps the base three

times round itself has Lefschetz number —2 but the corresponding map

of T2 has Lefschetz number 0.

Proof. We use cubical singular homology with real coefficients and

the Serre spectral sequence, see [9] and [4]. Let °D W be the real vector

space with basis all maps of the standard «-cube /" into X such that all

vertices are mapped to *. Filter °D0^0 as follows. Take a basis element

o-G°rjOV), a:In-*X and define p to be the least integer such that

nafa, • ■ ■ , un) is independent of uv+x, • • ■ ,un. Then a e "DsOO- Now

ip:X, *—►A', * induces a chain map of °D0^0 to itself which preserves the

filtration by p. So y> induces a map which we denote by y)# on every term

El„ of the spectra] sequence obtained from °Dj>-

Define

Lif, Er) = 2 (-l)P+Q traceOrVE^ - Erpa).
v.q

Then Liy>, Er) = Liy>, ET+1) by a version of the Hopf trace theorem,

see e.g. 5.1.18 of [4].

Now El„ = HviB;HqiF)) = HviB)®HaiF) by the assumption of trivial

action and HniBxF)=^p+q=nHJ)iB)®HgiF) by the Künneth formula.

So L(rp,E2)=L(xXm).

Since one of B, Fis compact there is an m such that E™=E!¡?a and

LiV, £») = 2 (- 1)P+9 traced :£» - £»)
V,Q

= 2 (-1)" tm<xiWm:HniX) - //„(*)) = Uy>).
n

Therefore £(v)=£(y, Ex)=L{tp, £'")=£(y>, £2) = /_Ox to).

Proof of Theorem.    Now we can calculate

Lif) = Lig) = Ligx X • • • X ge) - n 0 - $

where the product is taken over all eigenvalues X counted with multi-

plicity of all the maps cpt [11, p. 769]. If one of these eigenvalues is ay'th

root of unity then £(/3)=0 according to this calculation. But Lif')^0

if we can show that all the fixed points of f' have the same Lefschetz

index. (Recall that / has a fixed point.) This is easy if the expanding

bundle Eu is orientable, see [3, p. 123]. Moreover if E" is not orientable

we can use the same trick as Franks. Namely we construct a covering/'

of/on the covering space of M corresponding to that subgroup //of ^(M)

which is the inverse image of 2D/[D, D] under the Hurewicz map

ttxÍM)=D^-D¡[D, D]=HxiM; Z). Then/' is an Anosov diffeomorphism
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with orientable expanding bundle so the map induced by /' on H and

hence the map induced by/on £ has no eigenvalues which are roots of

unity. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark. Suppose now g is a hyperbolic nilmanifold automorphism.

We see from the calculation above that the zeta function t,(g) is the same

as l(gx~X' ' 'Xgc) ar>d tn's is obtained [11, p. 769] from the false zeta

function l(t)=Yl(l—XiiXii---Xikty~1)+1 where the product is taken

over all (i±, ' " , ik) s.t. l^ix<i2<' • -<ik^n. Now g induces an auto-

morphism of the Lie algebra of N and if this Lie algebra is not abelian

then there must be eigenspaces corresponding to eigenvalues Xu X¡ say

whose bracket is not zero making %tX} an eigenvalue too. So the zeta

function above of a toral automorphism can only be the zeta function of

a nontoral nilmanifold automorphism if a factor for which k=\ cancels

with a factor for which k=2.
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